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your Favorites. Created by. Symb1 Offline. Guide Index. Introduction to Brigand. After playing
for a while and finishing the game on all difficulties I decided to make a guide for Brigand to
make him more popular, because for some reason not many people play this build at least not
in multiplayer despite it being one of the strongest if not the strongest and easiest builds. And
yes I know there is not a "real endgame" you just progress through the same content on
different difficulties and I guess every build can finish legendary, but Brigand makes it much
more easier and faster than other classes, at least from my experience. Simple build. Extremely
fast attack speed. Long range and you will kill most of the enemies before they even reach you,
you can even kill them off-screen. One of the fastest legendary clear build. No need for level
grind, all useful skills are maxed out around 69 lvl, rest are basically a filler. Can use a throwing
weapon with shield for extra defense in a certain situations Ragnarok expansion needed. Slower
early game. Less defensive abilities compared to Haruspex the more you progress the less
important it becomes. Weaker to undead enemies bleeding doesn't work on them but you can
switch to ranged or throwing weapon that has additional poison dmg. Weak against vitality
attacks and life leeches, only an issue on legendary at certain bosses, you have to outrange
them. It might get boring since you lack any skill rotation, if you want a class with many abilities
which you actively need to use, this is probably not for you. Focus them first or one-shot them
with Lethal Strike. Watch out for enemies in Yggdrasil, 5th act. Most of them have thorns aura
and they reflect dmg you deal to them back to you and it really hurts, if you are using a bow,
especially on legendary difficulty and you can basically one-shot yourself. I would suggest you
to switch to your secondary weapon that is not a bow. Look below for gear recommendations.
Try to stay at max range from your enemies at all times if possible, mainly later in game on
higher difficulties, even though you have super high dps, you are still a glass cannon type of
class. I would say that your stat ratio is around 1. Do not waste any points in Intelligence or
Mana. On legendary you can boost your health pool a little bit if you find it necessary. Where to
spend points if you are just starting :. If you don't need bonus to survival, use second Apollo's
Will. I would suggest you to stick to those two posted above. It greatly increases your bleeding
dmg with an additional proc for it, not to mention pierce dmg and another increase in projectile
speed. It's slightly faster and also increases your health, so there is still a place for this bow.
Priam's Gate - Increases your defensive, resistance and grants a lot of health, always use your
shield with a throw weapon. If you want some extra poison dmg for undeads which are immune
to bleeding, use this. If you have the luxury of owning them both, you can switch between them
as you see fit. Thanks for reading. Brigand gameplay showcase on legendary difficulty. How
was this outdated by the Atlantis expansion? Is this now pointless to follow or broken
somehow? DocMad 4 May, am. Nox Best in slot. Nox [Remove Elves] 14 Mar, am. What does BiS
mean??? Mokaff 29 Oct, pm. Bendyboi 10 May, am. Any updates for Atlantis planned soon? If
any of the changes affect the class? Coolboy99 22 Mar, am. Symb1 Oh its only 4th hit? I over
read it then. Thanks for your replies and advice tho. Cuteboy99 - Nope, Marksmanship is much
better, and it has more synergies. Share to your Steam activity feed. You need to sign in or
create an account to do that. Sign In Create an Account Cancel. All rights reserved. All
trademarks are property of their respective owners in the US and other countries. Some
geospatial data on this website is provided by geonames. View mobile website. Not Yet Rated!
Shadow Champions [WIP] : 10 new masteries! Spoiler for Hiden :. Quote from: nargil66 on 19
October , Quote from: WNG on 19 October , Quote from: sauruz on 19 October , Quote from:
Corpsdweller45 on 19 October , Quote from: WNG on 20 October , Quote from: Bumbleguppy on
20 October , Quote from: Corpsdweller45 on 20 October , Quote from: efko on 20 October , Make
it worth watching. It's true, even for a blind man Quick question for everyone : I am planning to
make a mastery very interesting to Petmasters. With it, I am hoping to refresh the Petmaster
experience. I was thinking of making it a more active gameplay. Instead of keeping buffing your
pets, you keep summoning them Quote from: WNG on 24 October , Quote from: sauruz on 24
October , SMF 2. SimplePortal 2. This mod will add 10 new unique masteries to play with, along
with many gameplay changes and additions across the entire game. Progress: 1. Chaos Mastery
2. Geomancy Mastery 3. Necromancy Mastery 4. Archery Mastery 5. Lifegiving Mastery 6. Aqua
Mastery 7. Barbarism Mastery 8. Time Mastery 9. Science Mastery To fully harness this power,
one must devote their entire self to the chaotic forces and master the magic of darkness. It also
supports Physical, Piercing and Bleeding as secondary damage types. Heroes that use this

mastery will become deadly spellcasters or berserkers, but will also be very vulnerable Among
other things, your blood turns impure and protects you from dark magic. Requires a melee
weapon. Requires a staff. Allows dual-wielding; requires dual-wielding melee weapons.
Submerge your conscience in darkness. Allow it to increase your damage tremendously, but
only for a mere moment. By controlling the forces of the underground and nature, they can cast
powerful spells to either break the world or restore it. With enough determination, Geomancers
may shape the world the way they want. Dev's Note: The Geomancy Mastery offers great
defensive options for your character, though it also offers some decent offensive skills to use.
Geomancers can stun ennemies by several means. Multiple skills require melee weapons to
work, however. The enemies who attempt to attack you may get momentarily stunned. Requires
an axe or a club. Requires a shield. Apply this skill to your left mouse button. Raising their
minions one by one, they can create their own small army to vanquish the living, who shall
inevitably serve them in the afterlife. Dev's Note: Necromancy offers both spells with high
damage, as well as regenerative abilities. It's also the favorite mastery of petmancers, as you
can raise an army of skeletons to follow you around. Although fragile, they are cheap,
numerous and on a low cooldown. Necromancers can put this knowledge into practice, which
can ultimately give them an advantage in combat. This summon is invincible and cannot be
destroyed by enemies. This masterfulness, however, only comes to those who are willing to
spend years dedicated to training. Dev's Note: This mastery favors bow and thrown weapon
users, with many boosts including attack speed, piercing damage, and bleeding damage. Unlike
the Hunting mastery, it solely focuses on ranged weapons. It can be used as a secondary
mastery if you switch weapons and use a bow as a secondary weapon. Requires either a bow or
a thrown weapon. Requires a ranged weapon. Requires a bow, a thrown weapon, a sword or a
spear. However, the tar-like complexion of the arrow will make it dull. Requires a bow. However,
this technique will greatly increase the energy required to cast the skill. Even though the
Lifegivers hold great healing powers, they do not hesitate to use powerful magic to stop those
who hinder their quest. Dev's Note: The Lifegiving mastery is generally a defensive one,
granting strong buffs for allied units, which offer both survivability and damage potential.
Though it is not an offensive mastery, it contains a few damaging skills to play with, favoring
Fire and Burn damage. Hits twice when used on melee range [ 4. Later levels unlock new spells
for her to use. Cannot be dispelled. Anyone who attempts to harm you suffers just as much
pain. The domain of Aquamancy holds various destructive spells to chill and freeze, all with
enormous destructive power. Dev's Note: The Aqua Mastery favors Cold and Frostburn damage,
with its powerful array of related abilities, though they tend to be very energy-hungry at the
maximum level with synergies included. You can also raise Water Spirits, which are powerful
ranged minions, to aid you. Requires a spear. Later levels increase the summon limit. This trick
allows you to hit two enemies twice in a single attack. Learn how to strike an enemy thrice in a
row, with unmatched speed and tempestuous force. Guided by their pride, they will make sure
no man daring to defy their superiority is left standing. Dev's Note: Barbarism is an aggressive
mastery, mostly revolving around melee weapons, physical and bleeding damage. There are
also a few berserker-themed skills, that grant high attack speed, offensive potential and invoke
fear in enemies. It also allows dual-wielding and the usage of some exclusive techniques.
Allows and requires dual-wield. Requires a melee weapon or a staff. Requires either a melee or
a one-handed ranged weapon. Remains active while health is low. Requires dual-wielding melee
weapons. Requires dual-wielding ranged weapons. With the power to control the flow of time,
they may accelerate, slow and even stop the timeline they are in. Dev's Note: The Time mastery
focuses on effects over time and speed modifications. The users of this mastery are excellent at
using damage over time by increasing its duration, and reducing the span of attacks inflicted on
them. Their knowledge of physics, chemistry, and other domains of science, allows them to use
lethal toxins and build powerful machines. With it, you may gain access to multiple useful skills
and pets that can complement your other mastery. Use with caution. Anyone who studies the
secrets of Witchcraft is rewarded with inconceiveable spellpower. Furthermore, it favors a lot of
different damage types, which gives birth to a lot of interesting combinations. Requires any
weapon that is not a staff. The aura does not activate if there is no enemy nearby. Also thanks
for the support, I appreciate it a lot. Quote from: sauruz on 19 October , congrants on your
project! Quote from: WNG on 19 October , Quote from: sauruz on 19 October , congrants on
your project! I'm not sure of how much of a threat the Undeads will be right now. After multiple
playthroughs I will be making adjustements if it is needed. Though Chaos doesn't have a pet in
its skilltree, many masteries will offer at least one pet. One of them masteries should also
please the most dedicated petmasters. Quote from: Bumbleguppy on 20 October , Man, I really
love a good backstory for a mastery and the spell descriptions are powerful and dramatic and
really drive home the mastery theme. Just the flavor text for a skill can get me really pumped up

to play! Keep up the powerful creative writing for the skills! Quote from: WNG on 20 October ,
Quote from: Bumbleguppy on 20 October , Just the flavor text for a skill can get me really
pumped up to play! WNG will make post for each mastery so all masteries will be included in his
original topic, and later this will be merged with original topic. Unfortunately I failed and its not
possible to be done what was expected, so it is decided with WNG to remove posts, and to let
masteries to be better organized, like you see now. Logged "Welcome to new home, be nice and
strong! The way I pictured it is they would be weaker than usual pets, but more numerous. They
would be fragile to massive AoEs, like maybe Hydra's breath. However, since they are on a low
CD, you can easily recover your army. Basically, their strenght is to overwhelm your ennemies.
Legion of Champions Mod - Bumbleguppy. Titanomachy Mod - sauruz. Registration Agreement.
Deities Mod - nargil Soulvizier AERA - soa. AE downloads and guides. Privacy Policy.
Hamunaptra Mod - Prosoro. IT downloads and guides. Time Zone on Profile. Home Discussions
Workshop Market Broadcasts. Change language. Install Steam. Store Page. Global
Achievements. This topic has been pinned, so it's probably important. Fonzy View Profile View
Posts. Hi everybody, Like most of you I used the several Titan Quest resources that were
available to us over the years, from the offline CFM pages to gamebanshee's website, to the
excel sheets with all the bosses and drop chances. With the beta and the incredibly welcome
changes to both gameplay and equipment, I wanted to setup an up-to-date database for all the
equipment and set items, and eventually re-create the awesome titancalc. A few notes on usage
The website has 4 main resources that contain all the info: 3 JSON files and 1 large spritesheet.
Together these make up about 8MB of data little bit less due to compression. These will only
need to be loaded once until you clear all your internet files. So your first load you'll probably
notice not all the images show up until about seconds later, but every time you visit the page
after that it should be instantaneous. I built the website so that you should have a VERY smooth
user experience when you're switching between categories or searching for items, there are no
page reloads at ALL. Happy TQ-ing! Last edited by Fonzy ; 25 Dec, pm. Showing 1 - 15 of
comments. Very nice.. Thank you!! Looks great! A modern TQ db site is just what the doctor
ordered :. This should be stickied. Or in the FAQ. Looks good. But does it show where the items
drop from so we know what too farm to get the items we are looking for? Originally posted by
xStuckwishx :. Pinned this for now. Nice work! Great job! Can't wait for updated calc. Originally
posted by MarioFanaticXV :. Last edited by KPolice ; 3 Sep, pm. Buzzerker View Profile View
Posts. I love this
1994 nissan pathfinder repair manual
mazda 3 handbook
realom
game , thank you for fixing it up , it was already a classic and now it's better. I did not think it
was possible. Great database--very well-organized and accessible--must have taken a ton of
work. Thank you, and thanks to the devs for stickying it. AFA the drop locations, I know there's
at least one thread about farming for artifact formulas that was really helpful at titanquest. That
would be huge, to have a clue where to go for set items, say. Mivo View Profile View Posts.
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